
Platform dining set-adjustable table
Stock number: 82006906

H55/70 W104 D104cm



Thank you for purchasing this Platform dining set-adjustable table. Please read the instructions and 
warnings carefully before use, to ensure safe and satisfactory operation of this product.
At John Lewis, we are committed to making great products possible. From our outdoor Design Team, to our Buyers, 
we work together to bring great design to life.
Our expert Product Technologists work collaboratively with our buyers and suppliers to assure the legality, safety 
and quality of the product we sell.
We are all committed to designing and developing products to the highest industry standards.
We hope you are happy with your product and welcome any feedback or comments you may have. 

The John Lewis Team



User guide
Platform dining set-adjustable table
82006906

Coffee table version:Insert the table top to the table base and use.

Dining table version:Move out the table top and rotate it 90 
degree horizontally, then insert the table top to the table base. 
Please noted there are safe locks under the table top frame, 
tightening them and then use.



Care guide

Care and Maintenance

Do not use a wire brush when removing dirt from this item as it may damage the paint leaving the surface open to 
corrosion.
To extend the product life and appearance it is advisable to store the furniture in a cool dry place over winter.
Ensure that the furniture is clean and completely dry before putting into storage. Do NOT enclose the product in a 
plastic or other non-permeable material as this creates moisture.

Safety Instructions

Never drag furniture when moving it, always lift it.
Periodically check all fixings to ensure none have come loose and re-tighten where necessary.
Please take care when handling or moving the furniture as careless handling may cause damage or injury.
This furniture has been designed for domestic use only.
Do not use the table as a ladder.
Furniture can be dangerous if incorrectly installed. Assembly should be carried out by a competent person. No
liability will be accepted for damage or injury caused by incorrectly installed or assembled furniture.

PLEASE RETAIN THIS INFORMATION LEAFLET FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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